BHHH run report
Moreshit Run – Paddo Tavern
To start with what do you do when there is very little to write about? Waffle on to mesmerize your
readers in to believing it is a good report. Trouble is this requires journalistic skills, so here goes.
Well here we were in for another Moreshit Run. The circle were informed by the Hares that there
“was only one hill” etc. etc. The usual lies one can expect from these two doubtful characters,
Mortein end ShitBags.
Off we went, still recovering from my bike accident debacle I had no chance of a short run here
and there, so joined the majority group of walkers. I accompanied R. Screw for a while; he gave
me a run down on his recent trip to Old Blighty, where he walked the Yorkshire Dales. Being a
Pommy Bastard, he fitted in perfectly. GM Tweety was in my group for a while; he talked about
something I cannot recall what, probably his last flight piloting a plane somewhere.
.
The trail wound its way up and down steep hills in the back streets of Paddo in a westerly direction
towards Rosalie. It was reasonably well marked, but as a backup JC had a map. Trouble was he
was the wrong guy to give it to. Previously a hash “Front Runner” he has graduated to a “Front
Walker”, so he was there for directions for about half way and after that I did not see him again.
I, with a couple of others got a bit lost around back of Rosalie and so I decided to take a short cut.
home alone along Given Terrace. Trouble was being a bit disoriented, it turned d out to be a long
cut when arrived, and the pack had already drank most of the beer. I managed to get the last full
strength XXXX; there was plenty of half strength left – message to brew master??
GM Tweety called the circle to order and after a few announcements, Optus gave the run a good
wrap, not sure who said what about the walk. Then it was over to the stand in Monk Pushup.
Barebum was called up on some weak trumped up charge he sat on ice for a moment, then
another weak charge on some other hapless victim, before the Dynamic Duo, Luftwaffe and
Multiple came on for the main act. Apparently Multiple chastised some passenger on his BCC
bus who complained to BCC and Multiple was called up by Human Resources for “counselling.”
Trouble was Multiple ended up controlling the interview and the poor counselor ended up getting
nowhere. I imagine Multiples file would b stamped “Do not Counsel – waste of Time”
It was the on to the Paddo, where I was amazed to find the steals were at the usual pub rate of
$15. But I won’t comment on the drink prices, for which the Paddo is famously at the top of the
range.
Twin Tub made a cameo appearance with his new knees. He informed me that he is still in
extreme pain, best of luck with your recovery TT.
In all a well-planned run and on on.
Brengun
Run – 7/10 Optus reckons it was OK
Walk – 6/10 not quite as well marked as usual and JC disappeared
Circle – 8/10 good location and the main act was entertaining
Meal – 7/10 except for pricey drinks
Brengun
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